
WORD!  In It to Live It 
Small Group Session 1: HEARING 

Leader Helps 

1. Tell of a time when someone was talking to you and you completely missed 
what they had to say - maybe you were day-dreaming, uninterested, 
distracted.  Did it cause problems for you?  How?  Get to know you/ ice-
breaker question. 

2. Name the five (5) levels of engagement that were listed earlier.  Hearing, 
reading studying, memorizing, and meditating.  All these (individually or 
together) should lead us to a sixth level - obeying!  Engaging the Word without 
obeying the Word is academic and Pharisaical.  We want to be doers of the 
Word, not hearers only. 

3. Do you ever find that you are hearing the word of God but not understanding?  
Why do you think that happens?  It’s very possible to hear but not understand.  
That was the point of Jesus’ parable: hearing but not (hearing)/
understanding.  Sometimes busyness or distractions contribute to a 
superficial hearing but with no understanding.  Understanding usually 
requires a greater effort on our part.   

4. Which of the four soil-types do you identify with most and why?  No wrong 
answers here.  This is a sharing question, designed to get people to reveal a 
little bit more about where they have difficulty engaging the Word.   

• The hard soil represents a hard heart where the gospel is unable to penetrate; 
it lies fallow above ground and becomes ‘food’ for Satan to steal away.   

• The rocky soil represents a shallow heart.  After initial excitement about the 
gospel, the person does not exert any more effort.  Due to a lack of personal 
effort and ownership for their faith when trials and tough times come, they are 
ill-equipped and often stall out and fail to bear fruit.   

• The thorny soil represents a divided or distracted heart.  The distractions of the 
world short-circuit and end up choking out the growth of the new plant.  The 
person’s heart and focus is divided among too many things and as a result he 
cannot serve all these masters with any fruitfulness.   

• The good soil represents the cultivated heart that is open and eager for the 
truth, receives the Word eagerly, holds it fast - takes it captive, and bears fruit 
with perseverance! 

5. Fruitful hearing requires an active response of three traits: an honest heart, an 
earnest effort, and a persistent spirit.  What does an honest heart mean to you 
in regards to Bible engagement?  An honest heart refers to a noble character; 
this person seeks to pursue exemplary qualities of moral goodness and 



righteousness; the good heart refers to one of character that considers 
others’ needs and responds generously.   Consider these biblical characters 
as examples: Mary of Bethany (Mark 12); Cornelius (Acts 10); Barnabas (Acts 
4, 9). 

6. How about earnest effort (in regards to Bible engagement)?  What does that 
look like?  Earnest effort describes a word that takes the gospel seed captive; 
it holds it fast and doesn’t let it go.  It holds on earnestly to it so as to not let 
this pearl of great price get away!  Earnest effort can be described in various 
ways, not just one.  Earnest effort might be writing down insights as one 
hears or watches a sermon; it could be memorizing Scripture and reviewing it 
regularly.  Earnest effort might be keeping a regular journal of what God says 
or reveals to you in prayer and His word.  The point is that fruitfulness involves 
effort on our part, a divine partnership with God (see Philippians 2:12-13; 
Colossians 1:22-23). 

7. How about a persistent spirit?  What helps you be persistent?  A persistent 
spirit involves commitment to the purpose of fruit-bearing.  Fruit-bearing is 
not instantaneous; it requires time amidst various challenges and distractions 
that oppose fruit-bearing.  A persistent spirit demonstrates a commitment to 
bear fruit that pleases God no matter the obstacles.  Accountability within 
biblical community helps us stay persistent and faithful as we live among the 
temptations of this world.  Weekly attendance to church, Scripture memory, 
small group attendance, following a daily Bible plan, writing down what we 
say we’re going to do are several other suggestions but by no means an 
exhaustive list.     

8. Pastor Norm stated that there are three things we can do to cultivate a fruit 
hearing of the Word: 1) cultivate a clean heart through confession; 2) write 
down what the Lord highlights or brings to your attention; and 3) obey what 
God has shown you.  Have you ever engaged the Bible this diligently?  What 
was your experience?  Another sharing question.  Just listen.  If no one has 
ever gone this diligently in engaging the Word, discuss what this could look 
like.  Personal confession over sin that Word reveals represents an honest and 
good heart.  1 John 1:9; writing down what we hear or read helps preserve 
insights for us to come back to and further cements in our brain what we’re 
learning.  The practice of journal keeping is a very effective tool in doing this.  
Obedience lets us put into practice the things we are learning.  Many times 
God doesn’t ask us to do the big things.  It may be just to call or text 
someone, reach out to someone, send a letter, put away a bad habit, etc.  God 
always does the BIG things.  But He asks us to step out and respond to what 
He is telling us.  He has a purpose in speaking to us! 



9. How can we, as a group, work together to help each other engage the Bible 
more in this way?   Some suggestions might be: find a spiritual partner in your 
CPR group who will pray for you and be an accountability person for you to do 
what you say you’re going to do.  Take group time to share how you and 
others are demonstrating a good heart, earnest effort, and persistent spirit.  
Sometimes modeling in this way or personal testimonies can encourage 
others to try something new.  Someone may be willing to share a journal entry 
and how God has spoken to them and what they did as a result.  Feel free to 
share other ideas as well. 


